
Dear Partners, 

 

Please find bellow fast manual how to use web rotaters. 

 

1) First You neeed to go to definitions/ low level and click web rotaters. 

 

 

 
 

2) To create web rotaters You should press new button. 

 

 



3) In general web rotaters window You have to customize basic rotaters settings. 

- Service should be Hotel 

- Date in which rotater will be active 

- Title of rotater that will be displayed at Your web page above rotaters 

- Status must be ENABLED 

- Clicks for publishing for B2B and B2C should be marked 

 

After those steps You can press save button and You can start to add data to rotaters by 

pressing new button. 

 

 

4) Web rotater item window. This is the place where we define all details about rotaters. 

- Order No, according to this numbers hotel displaying order is sorted. 

- Package, You can leave this place empty if You want to show hotel from any holiday 

package in TourVisio, or choose 1 package You want to use in Your web rotaters. 

- You can apply rotaters only to selected type of packages or leave this place empty in 

order to use rotaters in all package types. 

- Hotel field is obligatory! 

- Room You can leave this place empty or choose 1 room type 

- Accommodation You can leave this place empty or choose 1 accommodation type 

- Board You can leave this place empty or choose 1 board type 

- Departure, please leave this field empty 

- Checkin From, here You should define checkin date from which TourVisio should display 

price at Your web page. 

- Night, on Your web page You can display price per 1 night, 7 nights or any amount of 

nights You have already in price list. 

- Day range, here You should define how many days from checkin date TourVisio should 

check and  find the best price 



- Price and currency, if You want to display on web page fixed price which not depends of 

Your price list, this field must be filled up. 

- Explain text is additional text we can add on Your request to the rotaters display on Your 

web page. 

 

 

 

5) We suggest You to use not less than 6 lines in web rotaters. Otherwise on Your web page 

there will be empty fields in web rotaters section. 

  



Please remember if You have any Stop Sale or there is no price (no price list ) and etc for hotel You 

used in web rotaters, TourVisio will not display that hotel at Your web page. 


